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NEW QUESTION: 1
CORRECT TEXT
You work as a project manager for PassGuide Inc. You are using
market risk, value at risk (VaR), historical simulation (HS),
and extreme value theory (EVT) so as to analyze a portfolio and
make forecasts of the likely losses that would be incurred for
a variety of risks. Which of the following processes are you
using to accomplish the task?
A. Risk modeling
B. Risk limitation
C. Risk threshold
D. Risk exposure
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
When reviewing the configuration of network devices, an IS
auditor should FIRST identify:
A. the importance of the network device in the topology.
B. whether components of the network are missing.

C. whether subcomponents of the network are being used
appropriately.
D. the best practices for the type of network devices deployed.
Answer: A
Explanation:
The first step is to understand the importance and role of the
network device within the organization's network topology.
After understanding the devices in the network, the best
practice for using the device should be reviewed to ensure that
there are no anomalies within the configuration. Identification
of which component or subcomponent is missing or being used
inappropriately can only be known upon reviewing and
understanding the topology and the best practice for deployment
of the device in the network.
Topic 6, PROTECTION OF INFORMATION ASSETS (251 PRACTICE
QUESTIONS)

NEW QUESTION: 3
What three Work Areas and tasks are reviewed before the closing
period?
A. The Revenue Adjustments Work Area for customer payment and
credit application processing.
B. The Billing Work Area for invoicing and adjustment approval
related activities
C. The Receivables Balances Work Area for customer payment and
credit application processing
D. The Receivables Balances Work Area for invoicing and
adjustment approval related activities.
E. The Revenue Adjustments Work Area for contingencies
affecting revenue recognition
Answer: B,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
When synchronizing clusters, which of the following statements
are true?
Select all that apply.
A. Only cluster members running on the same OS platform can be
synchronized.
B. The state of connections using resources is maintained by a
Security Server, so these connections cannot be synchronized.
C. In the case of a failover, accounting information on the
failed member may be lost despite a properly
D. Client Auth or Session Auth connections through a cluster
member will be lost of the cluster member fails.
Answer: A,B,D
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